Intradiscal Therapy and Transforaminal Endoscopic Decompression: Opportunities and Challenges for the Future
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Introduction

Fusion is a common surgical goal by traditional surgeons to eliminate debilitating back pain and sciatica, especially when non-surgical or simple decompressions fail. Spine surgeons trained to perform fusions, with the ultimate goal of addressing deformity and instability, leave a big gap of treatment options between surgery and pain management procedures. With no training in endoscopic surgery, however, both surgeons and interventionalists struggle to battle a crisis of escalating cost and affordability when using fusion as well as ineffective long-term results of pain management as the ultimate solution.

Intradiscal techniques in the literature, validated by level I studies for chymopapain, culminating with endoscopic decompression, ablation and irritation, now support Selective Endoscopic Discectomy™ with thermal annuloplasty for discogenic back pain. This promising surgical intervention for discogenic back pain is reported in the literature. Selective Endoscopic (Discectomy™) (SED™) is a visualized intradiscal procedure that incorporates endoscopic discectomy with intra-operative evocative chromo discography, and thermal annuloplasty [1-5].

Fernstrom coined the term "discogenic pain" in 1960 [6] through experimental in vivo stimulation of the annulus fibrosus. This established the association between annulus stimulation and subjective region [7-9]. The nucleus pulposus and its metabolic by products are known contact irritants to nerve tissue. It is hypothesized that the degenerative process and micro trauma lead to fissuring of the annulus fibrosus and defects in the endplates which bring the nerves into chronic contact with the cytokines from the degenerating nucleus. Defects in the annulus create an inflammatory response and ingrowth of granulation tissue, [10] new vessels, and new nerve endings. Chronic exposure of the acidic irritants in the annular defects is hypothesized to be the local pain sensitization pathway that leads to chronic lumbar discogenic pain (CLDP).

Chronic lumbar discogenic pain is a difficult condition to treat, as its pathogenesis is multifactorial and only partially understood. Recent studies suggest that debilitating pain involves irritation of the dorsal root ganglion. Non-operative therapeutic methods often fail to achieve sufficient pain relief because chemical irritants emanate from the degenerating disc. Injection therapies with epidural steroids are good at relieving radiculitis, but are less successful at helping low back pain. Surgical options vary greatly, ranging from disc decompression to 360° fusion.

The morbidity, however, associated with the fusion technique, while better accepted and more thoroughly studied, is significant when considering only 65% to 80% of patients obtain satisfactory clinical results [11-17]. The morbidity of the procedure often creates more problems when the procedure fails.

Discectomy is a surgical treatment procedure validated by the SPORT Study. When discogenic pain progresses to disc herniation caused by failure of the annulus fibrosis to contain the nucleus, radiculopathy may occur. Minimally Invasive surgical treatment options were later developed, notably disc decompression performed transforaminally through Kambin's triangle. Posterolateral Selective Endoscopic Discectomy™ (SED) and radiofrequency (RF) thermal annuloplasty is a percutaneous endoscopic technique developed by Yeung, also referred to in the literature as PELD.

A 1997 IRB approved study of endoscopic spine surgery for painful degenerative conditions of the lumbar spine provided opportunities to study endoscopic intradiscal therapy. Intradiscal decompression with thermal annuloplasty has evolved to include decompression of the foramen that has successfully treated foraminal and spinal stenosis in an aging spine. Both intradiscal therapy and foraminoplasty have offered effective treatment for common back pain that can escalate into debilitating pain in some patients. This includes failed back surgery syndrome, a devastating consequence of failed traditional spine surgery. Over 10,000 endoscopic procedures documented in a personal database have made the transforaminal approach to the lumbar spine a versatile approach for a wide variety of painful lumbar conditions. The surgical technique, starting in the disc as a primary pain generator, known as the YESS™ philosophy and surgical technique, is aided by improved instrumentation, scopes, evolving techniques, and outcome studies using outcome method criteria such as MacNab criteria, VAS, ODI, and patient satisfaction questionnaires.

The procedures of intradiscal therapy and foraminoplasty have evolved and culminated in predictable clinical results with minimal surgical morbidity for highly experienced endoscopic surgeons. This is backed by recent peer reviewed literature, and with multiple publications increasing since 2000. Some reviews from this study base span over 10 years’ follow-up for such conditions as spondylolisthesis. There are no studies that have opposed the technique as not effective.

The current trend in MIS endoscopic spine is surgical procedures with a focus on intradiscal therapy. This includes Pilot studies on intradiscal augmentation that are CE marked, featuring intradiscal augmentation implants with hydrogel sticks that can be inserted with a thin 18-gauge needle. Preliminary results demonstrate high efficacy rate with few surgical complications. Biologics to heal, slow degeneration, or even regenerate injured intervertebral discs is becoming a viable step towards that goal.
Although lateral recess decompression has been performed with mechanical instruments since 1993, its use was limited in favor of more traditional translaminar decompression. The lack of good mechanical endoscopic tools forced early adopters to rely too much on lasers for decompression. New endoscopic instruments, many custom-made such as endoscopic kerrison rongeurs, facilitated by automated burrs have helped endoscopic decompression evolve further. Recently, articulated burrs made it a routine procedure for decompression of the lateral and subarticular recess that can also reach the inlet of the lateral recess to the exit zone not accessible with translaminar decompression. This is accomplished without destabilizing the spinal segment. Visualization and decompression and ablation of painful patho-anatomy, documented in a patient awake under only local anesthesia with minimal sedation serves as the surgically based evidence. Level I evidence for endoscopic spine surgery under local is difficult and if not impossible for blinded comparison, so other evidence such as direct visualization of the surgical treatment of the pain generator should be substituted for evidence based scientific validation.

In conclusion, intradiscal therapy, combined with transfornaminal endoscopic decompression is effective for chronic back pain and sciatica by decompressing the patho-anatomy in the disc, and in the axilla, called the “hidden zone of Mac Nab”. Each approach is time sensitive. First focus on the disc as a pain generator, but extend the technique to foraminoplasty. Spinal anatomy is altered in a naturally aging spine. By focusing on the disc, validated by level I chymopapain augmentation as a means to delay the effects of the aging process. The current focus on biologics to at least delay, even if not able to reverse the effects of an aging process, bears investigation.

The percutaneous foraminoplasty decompression approach avoids going through the previous translaminar surgical sites for failed back surgery syndrome. It does not “burn bridges” for a more conventional approach, and, if the approach is used as the first alternative to fusion, it will mitigate the need for fusion for 30-70% from Yeung’s review of his spondylolisthesis patients with over 10-year follow-up of patients who first opt for this less invasive philosophy and technique after non-surgical treatment fails.

Transforaminal Lateral Recess Endoscopic decompression is a true minimally invasive procedure performed under local anesthesia. It is predictably successful when transfornaminal epidural blocks provide excellent pain relief. Endoscopic surgical techniques will open the door for cost effective surgical solutions for painful degenerative conditions of the lumbar spine, warranting further study and adoption by surgeons trained adequately in this technique.
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